I would like to inform you of exciting career opportunities at LSI (Lutheran Services in Iowa). LSI is one of Iowa’s largest human services agencies. We celebrated 150 years of service in 2014, and we have a great team of more than 1,100 results driven professionals who love creating positive outcomes for children, families and adults. LSI serves people of all ages, genders, nationalities, religions, ethnicities and sexual orientations.

Our current employment opportunities are for Therapists - LPHA in the Davenport and Muscatine area. Our Therapists provide individual and family therapy, conduct mental health assessments, and are responsible for treatment plan development, case plan oversight, and evaluation. These positions requires licensure in Iowa as an LISW, LMSW, provisional LMHC, or temporary LMFT. Fully licensed professionals are eligible for additional licensure supervision pay.

Another employment opportunity in the Muscatine area is for a Case Worker in the Brief Intensive Service program. Brief Intensive Service (BIS) are crisis intervention services for youth ages 6-17 and their families. The goal of BIS is to assist the clients with improving school performance, skill development, case management, and advocacy to prevent juvenile court system and/or DHS involvement.

If you know individuals who would be a great fit for these positions, I invite you to share details about our openings. LSI has a fantastic team atmosphere with a state-wide network of diverse services. LSI values best practice and evidence-based programming, and we provide a wide range of services such as behavioral health, early childhood, pediatric integrated health, residential treatment and much more. Training and continuing education opportunities are available.

At LSI, competitive compensation goes far beyond an hourly rate. LSI pays for a portion of employee health premiums, offers a monthly wellness discount on health insurance premiums, and contributes to your health savings account each pay check. LSI offers mileage reimbursement, 401k match contribution, and provides ongoing professional development training. In addition LSI offers generous paid time off accrual and flexible scheduling. As a non-profit agency LSI employees may also be eligible for a variety of school loan forgiveness programs.

LSI is a people focused, results driven agency that values respect, excellence, advocacy and stewardship. If you know someone who is seeking an exciting and challenging position in human services, I hope you’ll consider sharing these great opportunities.

For more information, please visit us at http://lsiowa.org/ or email LSIjobs@LSIowa.org.
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